
INTRODUCTION: A Constructed Reality

 Photography is a great way to sell products and express ideas.
However, photographs are no more “real" than paintings. Remember
that the photographer chooses exactly what you get to see. He or she
uses images to convey a message much like a writer uses words. As an
effective viewer, you need to be able to "read" this message critically. 

How to View a Photograph 

Strategy 1: Identify the Subject 

Is the picture of a person, place, thing, or event? 

Has the photographer used action, colour, pattern, or focus

to move your eye to a particular object or person? 

What kind of  a personal connection with the subjects in the

photograph  does the photographer what 

        the viewer to feel ?

                      > Does the caption or headline emphasize this         

                  connection ? 

Strategy 2: Describe How the Subject Is Framed 

 What is in or out of focus?
                            > Does this create emphasis?
                            > Does it create relationships? 

 What surrounds the subject?
                            > What is in the foreground or back- ground?             
                            >This is called "context." 

 What are the suggested relationships between different objects   
and / or people in the picture?

                             > Consider the direction the subjects are facing.        
                             > Why are they facing that way? 

                     >What is beyond the edges of the photo?
     > Has the photographer chosen not to show you something? 



Strategy 3: Consider the Angle of the Shot 

The positioning of the camera has a great effect on how you feel
about the subject.                                                                                  
                                                                                                                
  >  A high-angle shot looking up at the subject often emphasizes,
its size, strength, or power.                                                                  
 
 > A shot, aiming down, can suggest smallness, weakness, and
vulnerability. 

> A shot from above can also provide a sense of power. 
> Close-ups suggest a more intimate relationship between the
subject and the camera (audience). 
> A long shot suggests being distanced from the subject, and        

     so  gives a sense of objectivity. 

Strategy 4: Consider How the Photographer Creates
 Mood and Atmosphere 

Lighting and colour allow us to "feel" the picture rather than just
see it. 
> How much colour and light is in the photo?
> Is there action or movement in the photo or is there stillness?

> How does this movement or stillness effect the viewer? 
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